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1.0

Executive Summary

Orion Power MidWest, L.P., a subsidiary of Reliant Energy, owns and operates the Cheswick Power Station
(“Cheswick”), a coal-fired electric generating station located on an 82-acre site in the borough of Springdale,
approximately 18 miles northeast of Pittsburgh. Cheswick has been identified by the Allegheny County (PA)
Health Department (ACHD) and Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) as being a
source that is eligible for consideration of BART controls for PM10 (CAIR serves as BART for SO2 and NOx).
The purpose of this document is to summarize dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the BART-eligible
Cheswick Unit 1.
The Regional Haze Rule regulations require the determination of BART for any BART-eligible source that
‘‘emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of
visibility” in any mandatory Class I federal area. Pursuant to federal regulations, states have the option of
exempting a BART-eligible source from the BART requirements based on dispersion modeling demonstrating
that the source cannot reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment in any Class I
area. In states subject to the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) and that will be imposing regional limits for
overall SO2 and NOx emissions from electric generating units (EGUs), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has determined that CAIR satisfies the BART requirements for SO2 and NOx. Therefore, each
CAIR state can limit BART analyses to only consider potential visibility impairment due to emissions of primary
PM10, where primary particulate matter (PM) emissions are defined as the sum of filterable PM plus
condensable PM emissions. By letter of November 17, 2006, the PADEP confirmed that participation in the
CAIR trading program satisfies the SO2 and NOx BART requirements for Pennsylvania EGUs. Accordingly,
this modeling report focuses solely on performing BART modeling analyses for primary particulate matter
(PM10) emissions from Cheswick Unit 1.
The document entitled “Source-Specific BART Modeling Protocol: Cheswick Power Station – Unit 1” was
submitted to the ACHD and PADEP in November 2006. A copy of the modeling protocol along with
subsequent correspondence among the ACHD, PADEP, ENSR and Reliant Energy pertinent to the modeling
protocol are presented in Appendix A of this report. The modeling exercise was conducted in general
accordance with the protocol with the exception that the VISTAS 3-year meteorological data set and VISTAS
modeling procedure were used in lieu of the 1-year MANE-VU meteorological data set and MANE-VU
modeling procedure as proposed in the protocol (please see the January 4, 2007 email transmittal between
the PADEP and ENSR presented in Appendix A). The modeling procedures are consistent with those outlined
in the final VISTAS common BART modeling report (Dated August 31, 2006), available at http://www.vistassesarm.org/documents/BARTModelingReport_rev3.2_31Aug06.pdf. This report references relevant portions
of the common VISTAS report.
The results of the modeling study demonstrate that visibility impacts due to primary PM10 emissions from
Cheswick Unit 1 are imperceptible, below 0.5 delta dv (8th highest or 98th percentile day in each of the three
modeled years 2001, 2002 and 2003) at all Class I areas. It should be noted that nearly all of the visibility
impacts can be attributed to inorganic condensable PM emissions, which are modeled as sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
emissions that result from the conversion of a small fraction (typically 1 percent or less) of the SO2 in the coalfired boiler flue gas stream into SO3 and H2SO4. Reliant and ENSR submit that the implementation of CAIR
will also reduce emissions of sulfates / inorganic condensable PM emissions since these emissions are directly
proportional to SO2 emissions. The modeling shows that the visibility impacts from non-sulfate PM10 are so
low (maximum 0.03 delta dv, 8th highest or 98th percentile day in each of the three modeled years 2001, 2002
and 2003) that additional BART analyses for primary particulate would likely yield no meaningful visibility
improvements.
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1.1

Location of Source vs. Relevant Class I Areas

Figure 1-1 shows a plot of the Cheswick Power Station relative to nearby Class I areas located within the
VISTAS Regional Planning Organization states. There are three Class I areas within 300 km of the plant: (1)
Shenandoah National Park, (2) Otter Creek Wilderness, and (3) Dolly Sods Wilderness. The BART evaluation
modeling was conducted for each of these Class I areas in accordance with the referenced VISTAS common
BART modeling protocol.

1.2

Organization of Report Document

Section 2 of this report describes the source emissions that were used as input to the baseline emissions
BART modeling. Section 3 describes the input data that was used for the modeling including the modeling
domain, terrain and land use, and meteorological data. Section 4 describes CALPUFF modeling and the air
quality modeling procedures. Section 5 discusses CALPUFF modeling results. References are provided in
Section 6.
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Figure 1-1: Location of Cheswick Power Station in Relation to Nearby Class I Areas
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2.0

Source Description and Emissions Data

The emissions data used to assess the visibility impacts at the selected Class I areas are discussed in this
section. As noted earlier, the ACHD and PADEP will consider CAIR to suffice for EGU BART for SO2 and NOx
(reference the August 24, 2006 letter from Ms. Sandra L. Etzel of the ACHD to Mr. J. Derek Furstenwerth of
Reliant Energy and the aforementioned letter dated November 17, 2006 from the PADEP to Reliant
Energy). Further, the DC District Court reaffirmed EPA’s decision that CAIR satisfies BART requirements for
electrical generating units for SO2 and NOx controls in a decision rendered on December 12, 2006. Therefore,
this report will focus only on PM10. Since various components of PM10 emissions have different visibility
extinction efficiencies, the PM10 emissions are divided or “speciated” into several components. Cheswick is
using, where available, source-specific emissions and speciation factors. Otherwise, default values from
EPA’s AP-42 reference document are used.
Unit 1 at the Cheswick Power Station is a coal-fired unit. Electrostatic precipitator controls are currently
installed on the Cheswick unit. Total PM10 is comprised of filterable and condensable emissions. Total PM10 is
comprised of filterable and condensable emissions.
•

Baseline filterable PM10 emissions (units of lb/hr) were conservatively based on the source-specific
emission factors (units of lb/MMBtu) included in the 2005 air emissions inventory and the maximum
daily heat input recorded during a three-year period from July 2003 through June 2006. The
maximum daily heat input data were extracted from the unit’s certified continuous emission monitoring
data acquisition system.

•

Filterable PM can be subdivided by size category consistent with the default approach from a
speciation spreadsheet provided by the National Park Service, based upon AP-42 Tables 1.1-5 and
1.1-6 for a dry-bottom boiler firing pulverized coal with an ESP for PM control. The applicable NPS
spreadsheet parameterizes various components of the filterable PM10 emissions as coarse inorganic
PM10, fine inorganic PM10 and elemental carbon. The percentage breakdown of filterable PM10
emissions for these three components is 55.6%, 42.8%, and 1.6%, respectively.

•

Condensable PM10 consists of inorganic and organic compounds. The inorganic portion is assumed
to consist of H2SO4. The organic portion is modeled as secondary organic aerosols. According to the
NPS spreadsheet, if only the filterable PM10 emissions are available, then the H2SO4 and organic
condensable PM10 emissions are assumed to be 208% and 51.8% of the filterable PM10 emissions,
respectively.

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the modeling emission parameters that were used in the BART CALPUFF
modeling, consistent with the source emissions data mentioned above.
Sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4) is emitted from coal-fired boilers proportionally due to trace conversion of SO2. The
same reductions in regional SO2 that will be implemented under CAIR will cause similar and proportional
reductions in regional H2SO4. Since CAIR reductions have been determined to satisfy BART for SO2 (and also
NOx), the same mechanisms under CAIR will also address BART for H2SO4. The modeling analyses
performed, therefore, address the visibility impacts due to primary PM10 (filterable and organic condensable)
emissions from Cheswick unit, with and without sulfates (i.e., inorganic condensables, assumed to be sulfuric
acid mist).
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Table 2-1: Cheswick Power Station Modeling Emissions Parameters
Stack Parameters

Units

Unit 1

X Location UTM 17, NAD83

km

602.397

Y Location UTM 17, NAD83
Stack Height

km
m

4488.209

Base Elevation
Diameter

m
m

230.7
6.4

m/s

31.0

deg K

441

Gas Exit Velocity
Stack Gas Exit Temperature
SO2

(1)

NOX(1)
PM10 Filterable
PM10 Condensable
Total PM10 (2)

228.6

lb/hr

n/a

lb/hr
lb/hr
lb/hr

n/a
116
301

lb/hr

417

lb/hr
lb/hr
lb/hr

64.5
49.6
1.9

lb/hr
lb/hr

241
60.1

PM10 Filterable
Coarse Matter
Fine Soil
Fine Elemental Carbon
PM10 Condensable
Inorganic (H2SO4)
Organic

1) SO and NO are not BART-applicable for EGU sources in CAIR states.
2
x
Inorganic PM (H SO results from trace conversion of SO which will be
10 2 4)
2
addressed under CAIR.
2) Total PM is the sum of filterable PM plus condensable PM .
10
10
10
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3.0

Input Data to CALPUFF Model

3.1

General Modeling Procedures

Although MANE-VU has processed a single year of data for use in BART assessments, a better (3-year)
database is available for parts of Pennsylvania (including the Cheswick Power Station) that lie within the
VISTAS modeling domain. VISTAS has developed five sub-regional 4-km CALMET meteorological databases
for three years (2001-2003). The sub-regional modeling domains are strategically designed to cover all
potential BART eligible sources within VISTAS states and all PSD Class I areas within 300 km of those
sources. The extents of the 4 km sub-regional domains are shown in Figure 4-4 of the VISTAS common
BART modeling report. The BART modeling for the Cheswick station was done using the 4-km subdomain #5.
USGS 90-meter Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files were used by VISTAS to generate the terrain data at 4-km
resolution for input to the 4-km sub-regional CALMET run. Likewise, USGS 90-meter Composite Theme Grid
(CTG) files were used by VISTAS to generate the land use data at 4-km resolution for input to the 4-km subregional CALMET run.
Three years of MM5 data (2001-2003) were used by VISTAS to generate the 4-km sub-regional
meteorological datasets. See Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.2 in the VISTAS common BART modeling report for
more detail on these issues.
All of the modeling for the Cheswick plant used the 4-km subdomain #5. A smaller computational grid within
the VISTAS subdomain #5 was designed to minimize computation time and output file size. The Cheswick
computational grid domain covers distances of 432 km W-E and 352 km N-S and is shown in Figure 3-1. This
domain includes three Class I areas with 50 km buffer N-S and 100 km buffer W-E, plus a nearly 50-km buffer
around the source (up to the limit of the VISTAS sub-domain northern boundary).

3.2

Model Selection and Features

As noted in the VISTAS report, this modeling uses the BART-specific versions of CALMET and CALPUFF that
have been posted at http://www.src.com. These versions contain enhancements funded by the Minerals
Management Service (MMS) and VISTAS. They are maintained on TRC’s Atmospheric Studies Group
CALPUFF website for public access. This release includes CALMET, CALPUFF, CALPOST, CALSUM, and
POSTUTIL as well as CALVIEW.
The major features of the CALPUFF modeling system, including those of CALMET and the post processors
(CALPOST and POSTUTIL) are referenced in Section 3 of the VISTAS report.

3.3

Technical Options Used in the Modeling

CALMET modeling for the VISTAS-provided 4-km subdomains was pre-determined by the VISTAS contractor,
and, therefore, we assume that VISTAS approves of the manner in which CALMET has been run for the
subdomain data that they provide.
For CALPUFF model options, the Cheswick plant followed the VISTAS common BART modeling report, which
states that the IWAQM (EPA, 1998) guidance should be used. The VISTAS report also notes that building
downwash effects are not required to be included unless the state directs the source to include these effects.
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3.4

CALPUFF Modeling Domain and Receptors

The initial baseline emissions modeling runs used the 4-km subdomain #5 CALMET data run in observation
mode with surface stations, upper air stations and precipitation data stations, supplied by VISTAS, as
discussed above. This domain includes all Class I areas within 300 km of the source, plus buffers.
The receptors used for each of the Class I areas are based on the National Park Service database of Class I
receptors, as recommended by VISTAS.
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Figure 3-1 Cheswick CALPUFF Computational Grid in Relation to the VISTAS Subdomain #5
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4.0

Air Quality Modeling Procedures

This section provides a summary of the modeling procedures outlined in the VISTAS report that was used for
the refined CALPUFF analysis conducted for the Cheswick Power Station.

4.1

Air Quality Database

Hourly measurements of ozone from all non-urban monitors, as generated by VISTAS and available on the
VISTAS CALPUFF page on the TRC web site http://www.src.com/verio/download/sample_files.htm, were
used as input to CALPUFF. Currently, VISTAS advises sources to use a background ammonia concentration
of 0.5 ppb, and not to use the ammonia limiting method. However, since there are no NOx emissions being
considered in this application, the results are not sensitive to the ammonia concentration used.

4.2

Light Extinction and Haze Impact Calculations

The CALPOST postprocessor was used for the calculation of the impact from the modeled source’s primary
and secondary particulate matter concentrations on light extinction. The formula that is used is the existing
IMPROVE/EPA formula, which is applied to determine a change in light extinction due to increases in the
particulate matter component concentrations. Using the notation of CALPOST, the formula is the following:
bext = 3 f(RH) [(NH4)2SO4] + 3 f(RH) [NH4NO3] + 4[OC] + 1[Soil] + 0.6[Coarse Mass] + 10[EC] + bRay
The concentrations, in square brackets, are in µg/m3 and bext is in units of Mm-1. The Rayleigh scattering term
(bRay) has a default value of 10 Mm-1, as recommended in EPA guidance for tracking reasonable progress
(EPA, 2003a).
Dr. Ivar Tombach, consultant to VISTAS, has provided a spreadsheet calculation system (see Appendix C)
that incorporates the revised IMPROVE equation for determining light extinction from particulate concentration
estimates. Reliant Energy elected to use this approach instead of the old/current IMPROVE equation in the
presentation of the BART evaluation modeling results due to the better performance of the new IMPROVE
equation.
The old/current IMPROVE algorithm does not incorporate the effects of naturally occurring sea salt on
background visibility, but the new algorithm does account for this effect. Therefore, the modeling effort
incorporated this effect into the present CALPUFF framework by using the guidance provided by Dr. Ivar
Tombach. Tables 4-1 lists sea salt concentrations and Raleigh coefficients that were used in Dr. Ivar
Tombach’s new IMPROVE equation.
Table 4-1

Sea Salt Concentrations and Raleigh Scattering Coefficients
Shenandoah NP

Dolly Sods W

Otter Creek W

0.02

0.02

0.02

10

10

10

Sea Salt Concentration (µg/m3)
Raleigh Scattering Coefficient
(Mm-1)
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The assessment of visibility impacts at the Class I areas used CALPOST Method 6. Each hour’s sourcecaused extinction is calculated by first using the hygroscopic components of the source-caused concentrations
due to ammonium sulfate and nitrate (not relevant for EGUs in CAIR states except for H2SO4 emissions) and
monthly Class I area-specific f(RH) values. The contribution to the total source-caused extinction from
ammonium sulfate and nitrate is then added to the other, non-hygroscopic components of the particulate
concentration (from coarse and fine soil, secondary organic aerosols, and from elemental carbon) to yield the
total hourly source-caused extinction.
The EPA BART rule significance threshold for the contribution to visibility impairment is 0.5 deciviews,
corresponding to the limit of perceptibility for haze effects. The VISTAS model approach indicates that with the
use of the 4-km sub-regional CALMET database, a source does not cause or contribute to visibility impairment
if the 98th percentile (or 8th highest) day’s change in extinction from natural conditions does not exceed 0.5
deciviews for any of the modeled years. As an added check, the 22nd highest prediction over the three years
modeled should also not exceed 0.5 deciviews for a source to be considered not to have a perceptible regional
haze impact.
Figure 4-1 of the VISTAS common BART modeling report presents a flow chart showing the components of
that modeling report for the analysis to determine whether a source is subject to BART. Again, it should be
noted that the modeling for the Cheswick Power Station focused on sub-regional fine-scale modeling as
depicted in the upper half of the figure.

4.3

Natural Conditions and Monthly f(RH) at Class I Areas

Three Class I areas (Shenandoah NP, Otter Creek W, and Dolly Sods W) were modeled for the Cheswick
Power Station. For these Class I areas, natural background conditions were established in order to determine
a change in natural conditions related to a source’s emissions. For the BART evaluation modeling, natural
background light extinctions shown in Table 4-2 were used, modified as noted below with site-specific
considerations, and corresponding to the annual average (EPA 2003, Appendix B), consistent with the July 19,
2006 EPA guidance to Region 4 on this issue (“Regional Haze Regulations and Guidelines for Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations”, Joseph W. Paise/ EPA OAQPS to Kay Prince/Branch Chief).
Table 4-2

Background concentrations used as input to CALPUFF
Components of Natural Background Concentrations (µg/m3)

Component Represented

Shenandoah NP

Dolly Sods W

Otter Creek W

10.98

11.13

11.15

Soil (PM fine)

To determine the input to CALPOST, it is first necessary to convert the deciviews to extinction using the
equation:
Extinction (Mm-1) = 10 exp(deciviews/10).
For example, for Shenandoah, 7.41 deciviews is equivalent to a visibility extinction of 20.98 inverse
megameters (Mm-1); this extinction excludes the default 10 Mm-1 for Rayleigh scattering. This remaining
extinction is due to naturally occurring particles, and is held constant for the entire year’s simulation.
Therefore, the data provided to CALPOST for Shenandoah would be the total natural background extinction
minus 10 (expressed in Mm-1), or 10.98. This is most easily input as a fine soil concentration of 10.98 µg/m3 in
CALPOST, since the extinction efficiency of soil (PM-fine) is 1.0 and there is no f(RH) component. The
concentration entries for all other particle constituents would be set to zero, and the fine soil concentration
would be kept the same for each month of the year. The monthly values for f(RH) for input to CALPOST were
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taken from "Guidance for Tracking Progress Under the Regional Haze Rule" (EPA, 2003) Appendix A, Table
A-3.

4.4

Quality Assurance Procedures

Section 6 of the VISTAS BART Protocol (Revision 3.2 – 8/31/06) establishes QA procedures for ensuring that
BART modeling applications satisfy the regulatory objectives of the BART program. In order to document that
proper QA/QC procedures were applied in the execution of the BART evaluation modeling for Cheswick,
ENSR provides the following question and answer format to demonstrate that proper QA procedures were in
place for this particular application:
1) Did we use the test met file to "benchmark" our use of the CALMET files on our computers? (see p. 59, sec
6.2, first paragraph, last two sentences)
Response: ENSR has conducted this test successfully. The equivalency demonstration can be found in the
modeling archive, in the zip file “ExampleBARTSimulation.zip”. The zip file contains a readme file that
describes the contents of the zip file.
2) The VISTAS BART protocol mentions on page 60, second full paragraph, a list of QA checks to perform on
model inputs.
Response: ENSR has conducted numerous CALPUFF analyses, and uses CALDESK animation software as
well as Lakes Environmental CALVIEW software with base maps to visualize the sources, receptors, and
meteorology. ENSR also uses the CALPUFF QA output files in conjunction with ArcMap GIS software to plot
the locations of the sources and receptors as CALPUFF interprets them from the input data. The output files
from CALPUFF and CALPOST were reviewed independently by ENSR staff to assure accuracy and
compliance with approved regulatory procedures.
3) Common practice requires that a model project CD be created that contains all the data and program files
needed to reproduce the model results presented in the report (see VISTAS BART protocol, page 60, third full
paragraph).
Response: All files generated from the CALPUFF runs are carefully documented in a separate modelers data
archive. This is a complete package that any reviewer can use to recreate the modeling results.
4) For source-specific domain, the grid parameters should be specified as part of the source-specific protocol
(see VISTAS BART protocol, page 60, last sentence).
Response: Meteorological and computations grid parameters are routinely specified in BART modeling
protocols. We have provided a source-specific protocol for the meteorological data used in this analysis.
5) CALMET switch settings in the control file should be reviewed. (see VISTAS BART modeling protocol,
page 61, first paragraph)
Response: ENSR is using CALMET switches consistent with those used in the subdomain data provided
directly from VISTAS, and so we are inherently accepting the approved control file settings used by the
VISTAS contractor.
6) Quality assurance of the source and emissions data is a major component of the CALPUFF modeling (see
VISTAS BART protocol page 61, Section 6.2.3)
Response: ENSR has worked closely with the Reliant Energy environmental staff to review the stack exhaust
parameters and the peak daily emission rates for the pollutants being modeled in CALPUFF.
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7) Quality control of application of CALPOST and POSTUTIL is also important (see VISTAS BART protocol,
page 62, Section 6.2.4)
Response: ENSR has considerable experience with CALPUFF system modeling, including the POSTUTIL and
CALPOST portions of the modeling. The procedures used by ENSR are consistent with the guidance in the
VISTAS protocol and with approved approaches used by ENSR in other BART applications and in recent PSD
permit applications.
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5.0

Modeling Results

The BART modeling results for Unit 1 at Cheswick are provided in Table 5-1. The table lists regional haze
impacts with sulfates and without sulfates modeled (sulfates result from conversion of SO2, a pollutant for
which BART is already satisfied due to regulation under CAIR). The table indicates that the 8th highest day’s
impacts for each year and each Class I area, even including measured sulfates, are below 0.5 delta dv, with
the maximum impact equal to 0.26 delta dv. These results demonstrate that even when sulfates are included,
Cheswick PM10 emissions do not cause or contribute to regional haze in any Class I area within 300 km of the
source according to the perceptibility threshold in EPA’s BART rule.
It is also useful to list the non-sulfate portion of the visibility impact from the Cheswick Station, since regional
CAIR controls on SO2 will also effectively control regional emissions of sulfates (H2SO4). The highest 98th
percentile (8th highest) impact for the non-sulfate particulate emissions from Cheswick Unit 1 is about 0.03
delta deciviews.
In conclusion, Reliant Energy believes that no further BART analysis is warranted because:
1) SO2 and NOx controls are covered under the CAIR rule. Resulting reductions in regional SO2 will likewise
reduce the formation of sulfates (H2SO4) that result from inorganic condensable PM emissions.
2) Total PM10 impacts (even including sulfates) are below the EPA-specified 0.5 delta-deciview regional haze
perceptibility threshold, with the maximum impact equal to 0.26 delta dv.
3) Most of these impacts are due to sulfuric acid mist emissions, which the regional implementation of CAIR
will effectively address.
4) The remaining visibility impact (filterable and organic condensable PM10) is well below the 0.10 deltadeciview threshold, a threshold that MANE-VU considers to be so low that additional BART analysis is not
required.
Appendix B lists delta-deciview results (with and without sulfates) for the top 22 days for each year modeled at
the highest impacted Class I area - Shenandoah National Park.
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Table 5-1

Summary of Results – Cheswick BART Modeling
2001
# of

Class I Area

days
with
impact

Max 24hr
impact
(dv)

2002
th

8
Highest
impact
(dv)

> 0.5 dv

# of
days
with
impact

Max 24hr
impact
(dv)

2003
th

8
Highest
impact
(dv)

> 0.5 dv

# of
days
with
impact

th

Max 24hr
impact
(dv)

8
Highest
impact
(dv)

> 0.5 dv

Impacts with Sulfates using New IMPROVE equation
Dolly Sods W

0

0.42

0.17

0

0.41

0.19

0

0.25

0.13

Otter Creek W

0

0.47

0.18

0

0.43

0.16

1

0.69

0.15

Shenandoah NP

0

0.40

0.26

1

0.57

0.20

0

0.35

0.18

Impacts without Sulfates using New IMPROVE equation
Dolly Sods W

0

0.05

0.02

0

0.04

0.02

0

0.03

0.02

Otter Creek W

0

0.05

0.02

0

0.05

0.02

0

0.06

0.02

Shenandoah NP

0

0.05

0.03

0

0.07

0.02

0

0.03

0.02
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RE BART Modeling Protocol Comments 18 December 2006
From: Paine, Bob [BPaine@ensr.aecom.com]
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 5:16 PM
To: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Tim,
We are available at 2 PM EST on Wednesday. We'll provide a call-in number tomorrow.
Bob
-----Original Message----From: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy [mailto:tleonguerr@state.pa.us]
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 3:08 PM
To: Paine, Bob
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Bob,
Nancy and I are available Wednesday afternoon and all day Thursday. Let us know a time, data and call-in number. We can discuss
any outstanding issues at that time.
Timothy A. Leon Guerrero
Chief, Air Quality Modeling Section
Harrisburg, PA
717 783-9243
tleonguerr@state.pa.us
-----Original Message----From: Paine, Bob [mailto:BPaine@ensr.aecom.com]
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Tim,
I have conferred with John Shimshock of Reliant Energy on these preliminary comments (John's e-mail address had a typo, so I
forwarded the comments to him separately). Our initial responses to your comments are provided below, provided after each comment
in brackets. So as not to delay this procedure any further with the holidays approaching, I wonder if we could have a conference call
on Wednesday or Thursday this week to finalize our BART modeling procedures. The completion date of January 10, 2007 looks
somewhat doubtful at this point, but we expect quite low impacts from well-controlled PM10 emissions, and Reliant Energy believes
that the impacts of the PM10 emissions are either so low that even zero emissions would achieve very little visibility improvement, and
also that the ESP controls are already highly efficient, so that no further BART controls are practical.
Bob
------------Consultant:
Companies:

ENSR/AECOM (ENSR)
Reliant Energy, Conemaugh Plant, Indiana County
Reliant Energy, New Castle Power Plant, Lawrence County
Reliant Energy, Keystone Power Plant, Armstrong County
Reliant Energy, Portland Generating Station, Northampton County
Reliant Energy, Cheswick Power Station, Allegheny County

General Comments:
All modeling activities should be fully documented. Please include all reference documents and ensure copies are sent to the
appropriate regional offices.
Please include an electronic version of the modeling protocol (with any changes regarding my comments) with the modeling analysis.
[Paine: Reliant Energy should have no problem complying with these requests.]
CALMET Comments:
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ENSR plans to use the same MM5 used in the MANE-VU modeling analysis.
The applicant will have to provide proper documentation if the 12-km data set indicates a more refined grid will be needed.
[Paine: yes, we are agreeing to use the highest day's prediction for the exemption test as a screening procedure due to the limitations
of the MANE-VU database. We have a follow-up question regarding exemption below.]
CALPUFF Comments:
The modeling domains appear to maintain the 50-km buffer between the source/receptors and the model boundaries. Does ENSR
believe its lateral boundaries are chosen well enough to prevent individual puffs from leaving the modeling domain that could have had
an effect on the Class I receptors (reentered the domain)?
[Paine: a buffer of 50 km is typically approved by the Federal Land Managers. For the plants in western PA, due to the large northsouth distance to be covered, we would agree to expand the east-west buffer zone to 100 km.]
Please document the reasoning behind the 1.0 ppb ammonia background concentration used in the CALPUFF modeling.
[Paine: that is what is used in the MANE-VU modeling. Since NOx emissions are not being modeled, the selection of the ammonia
background will not affect the results.]
Please indicate which version of CALPUFF is used in the modeling analysis.
[Paine: the MANE-VU CALMET system was run with an older version of the model. For consistency, we need to use the following
model versions:
CALPUFF:
CALPOST:

Version 5.711a, Level 040716
Version 5.51, Level 030709]

Emission rates were included for all BART eligible units. Could ENSR provide a reason why there are some significant differences in
the PM10 emission rates between the two units at Keystone and Conemaugh? Also, the Keystone stack parameters do not appear to
reflect the installation of scrubber and the construction of a new stack. Does Reliant intend to model its new scrubbed stacks at
Keystone?
[Paine: the PM10 emissions are derived from the available stack tests.
Due to boiler differences, the stack tests had different results. We are using the results of the stack tests directly.
We are modeling regional haze rule baseline conditions that existed during the defined period of 2000-2004. Future stack changes as
a result of the Clean Air Interstate Rule or other factors are not accounted for in the BART exemption modeling. In any case, though,
the long-range travel involved for the Class I areas to be evaluated would likely make the stack height and plume rise differences
immaterial in the results.]
CALPOST/Presentation of Results:
Please follow the VISTAS reporting outlined in section 4.5 of the VISTAS modeling protocol. Please note that Pennsylvania and other
MANE-VU states are not using a visibility threshold limit in their analysis.
Therefore all model output should be included.
[Paine: all modeling results will be presented. We have proposed, however, that a modeling result below the EPA BART rule specified
threshold of 0.5 delta deciviews will lead to a finding of no required BART determination analysis for PM10 for each plant involved in
the BART analysis. If this is not what PA DEP will agree to, please specify an alternative analysis or threshold for this determination.
Basically, we are modeling only PM10 for these plants, which are already well controlled for PM10 with electrostatic precipitators.
Therefore, no further BART controls for PM10 emissions would be proposed.] -----Original Message----From: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy [mailto:tleonguerr@state.pa.us]
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2006 2:06 PM
To: Paine, Bob
Cc: Herb, Nancy; jshimsock@reliant.com
Subject: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Bob,
I attached some comments regarding the BART Modeling protocols you sent me. These are informal and general in nature. I need to
figure out how I'm going to get them out to the region and the companies themselves at a later date. Let me know if you have any
questions (I will be out until Monday after today).
Timothy A. Leon Guerrero
Chief, Air Quality Modeling Section
Harrisburg, PA
717 783-9243
tleonguerr@state.pa.us
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BART modeling protocol - Cheswick Power Station 21 December 2006
From: Shimshock, John
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2006 11:50 AM
To: 'tleonguerr@state.pa.us'
Cc: 'Paine, Bob'; 'jmaranche@achd.net'
Subject: BART modeling protocol - Cheswick Power Station
Attachments: BART Modeling Protocol - Cheswick - 02Nov.pdf
Good day Tim,
I’m following-up on my recent conversations with Jason Maranche of the Allegheny County Health Department (ACHD). Jason
mentioned that you and others from the ACHD discussed the BART modeling protocol for Reliant’s Cheswick facility. Per Jason’s
request, please find attached the subject protocol. The proposed modeling procedures for Cheswick are the same as described in our
protocols for the Conemaugh, Keystone, New Castle and Portland facilities. ENSR will conduct the modeling in accordance with the
protocol and your comments as discussed during our recent correspondence. Reliant Energy expects to submit the BART analysis
reports for all 5 of our facilities to the PA DEP by January 31, 2007. A copy of the BART analysis report for Cheswick will be submitted
to the ACHD. Please contact me if you have any questions or comments. Thanks again for you assistance with this project. Happy
Holidays!
John Shimshock
Reliant Energy, Inc.
(724) 597-8405
RE BART Modeling Protocol Comments 04 January 2007
From: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy [tleonguerr@state.pa.us]
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2007 9:34 AM
To: Paine, Bob
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
In my mind this would be the most preferred option. Just make sure you follow the VISTA's protocol and in particular the sections
regarding what model results to present.
Timothy A. Leon Guerrero
Chief, Air Quality Modeling Section
Harrisburg, PA
717 783-9243
tleonguerr@state.pa.us
-----Original Message----From: Paine, Bob [mailto:BPaine@ensr.aecom.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2007 9:27 AM
To: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Tim,
As I recall during our conference call with you and Nancy before Christmas on the Reliant BART protocols, the PA DEP would accept
the use of the VISTAS 3-year met data set (subdomain 5) for sources in SW Pennsylvania. It is our recent experience that this data set
is more robust than the MANE-VU data because it has a finer grid spacing (4 km vs. 12 km) and encompasses 3 years rather than just
1 year for the MANE-VU data. If we were to use the VISTAS three years, we would report the 98th percentile statistics.
So, can we use the VISTAS data for Reliant BART assessments for Keystone, Conemaugh, Cheswick, and New Castle as an option?
We do not see this as a major schedule impediment, and would still be able to complete the BART assessments this month.
Regards,
Bob Paine, CCM, QEP
Technical Director
Direct line 978.589.3164
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ENSR Corporation
2 Technology Park Drive
Westford, MA 01886
fax:
978.589.3374
e-mail: bpaine@ensr.aecom.com
-----Original Message----From: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy [mailto:tleonguerr@state.pa.us]
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 3:08 PM
To: Paine, Bob
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Bob,
Nancy and I are available Wednesday afternoon and all day Thursday. Let us know a time, data and call-in number. We can discuss
any outstanding issues at that time.
Timothy A. Leon Guerrero
Chief, Air Quality Modeling Section
Harrisburg, PA
717 783-9243
tleonguerr@state.pa.us
-----Original Message----From: Paine, Bob [mailto:BPaine@ensr.aecom.com]
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy
Cc: Herb, Nancy; Shimshock, John
Subject: RE: BART Modeling Protocol Comments

Tim,
I have conferred with John Shimshock of Reliant Energy on these preliminary comments (John's e-mail address had a typo, so I
forwarded the comments to him separately). Our initial responses to your comments are provided below, provided after each comment
in brackets. So as not to delay this procedure any further with the holidays approaching, I wonder if we could have a conference call
on Wednesday or Thursday this week to finalize our BART modeling procedures. The completion date of January 10, 2007 looks
somewhat doubtful at this point, but we expect quite low impacts from well-controlled PM10 emissions, and Reliant Energy believes
that the impacts of the PM10 emissions are either so low that even zero emissions would achieve very little visibility improvement, and
also that the ESP controls are already highly efficient, so that no further BART controls are practical.
Bob
------------Consultant:
Companies:

ENSR/AECOM (ENSR)
Reliant Energy, Conemaugh Plant, Indiana County
Reliant Energy, New Castle Power Plant, Lawrence County
Reliant Energy, Keystone Power Plant, Armstrong County
Reliant Energy, Portland Generating Station, Northampton County
Reliant Energy, Cheswick Power Station, Allegheny County

General Comments:
All modeling activities should be fully documented. Please include all reference documents and ensure copies are sent to the
appropriate regional offices.
Please include an electronic version of the modeling protocol (with any changes regarding my comments) with the modeling analysis.
[Paine: Reliant Energy should have no problem complying with these requests.]
CALMET Comments:
ENSR plans to use the same MM5 used in the MANE-VU modeling analysis.
The applicant will have to provide proper documentation if the 12-km data set indicates a more refined grid will be needed.
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[Paine: yes, we are agreeing to use the highest day's prediction for the exemption test as a screening procedure due to the limitations
of the MANE-VU database. We have a follow-up question regarding exemption below.]
CALPUFF Comments:
The modeling domains appear to maintain the 50-km buffer between the source/receptors and the model boundaries. Does ENSR
believe its lateral boundaries are chosen well enough to prevent individual puffs from leaving the modeling domain that could have had
an effect on the Class I receptors (reentered the domain)?
[Paine: a buffer of 50 km is typically approved by the Federal Land Managers. For the plants in western PA, due to the large northsouth distance to be covered, we would agree to expand the east-west buffer zone to 100 km.]
Please document the reasoning behind the 1.0 ppb ammonia background concentration used in the CALPUFF modeling.
[Paine: that is what is used in the MANE-VU modeling. Since NOx emissions are not being modeled, the selection of the ammonia
background will not affect the results.]
Please indicate which version of CALPUFF is used in the modeling analysis.
[Paine: the MANE-VU CALMET system was run with an older version of the model. For consistency, we need to use the following
model versions:
CALPUFF:
CALPOST:

Version 5.711a, Level 040716
Version 5.51, Level 030709]

Emission rates were included for all BART eligible units. Could ENSR provide a reason why there are some significant differences in
the PM10 emission rates between the two units at Keystone and Conemaugh? Also, the Keystone stack parameters do not appear to
reflect the installation of scrubber and the construction of a new stack. Does Reliant intend to model its new scrubbed stacks at
Keystone?
[Paine: the PM10 emissions are derived from the available stack tests.
Due to boiler differences, the stack tests had different results. We are using the results of the stack tests directly.
We are modeling regional haze rule baseline conditions that existed during the defined period of 2000-2004. Future stack changes as
a result of the Clean Air Interstate Rule or other factors are not accounted for in the BART exemption modeling. In any case, though,
the long-range travel involved for the Class I areas to be evaluated would likely make the stack height and plume rise differences
immaterial in the results.]
CALPOST/Presentation of Results:
Please follow the VISTAS reporting outlined in section 4.5 of the VISTAS modeling protocol. Please note that Pennsylvania and other
MANE-VU states are not using a visibility threshold limit in their analysis.
Therefore all model output should be included.
[Paine: all modeling results will be presented. We have proposed, however, that a modeling result below the EPA BART rule specified
threshold of 0.5 delta deciviews will lead to a finding of no required BART determination analysis for PM10 for each plant involved in
the BART analysis. If this is not what PA DEP will agree to, please specify an alternative analysis or threshold for this determination.
Basically, we are modeling only PM10 for these plants, which are already well controlled for PM10 with electrostatic precipitators.
Therefore, no further BART controls for PM10 emissions would be proposed.] -----Original Message----From: Leon-Guerrero, Timothy [mailto:tleonguerr@state.pa.us]
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2006 2:06 PM
To: Paine, Bob
Cc: Herb, Nancy; jshimsock@reliant.com
Subject: BART Modeling Protocol Comments
Bob,
I attached some comments regarding the BART Modeling protocols you sent me. These are informal and general in nature. I need to
figure out how I'm going to get them out to the region and the companies themselves at a later date. Let me know if you have any
questions (I will be out until Monday after today).
<<ENSR.doc>>
Timothy A. Leon Guerrero
Chief, Air Quality Modeling Section
Harrisburg, PA
717 783-9243
tleonguerr@state.pa.us
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Appendix B
CALPOST List Files for Shenandoah National Park
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CALPOST Output With Sulfates
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CALPOST Output Without Sulfates
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Appendix C
Re-Calculating CALPOST Visibility Outputs
with the New IMPROVE Algorithm
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Abstract
Wet electrostatic precipitation technology can be used to control acid mists, sub-micron particulate,
mercury, metals and dioxins/furans as the final polishing device within an multi-pollutant air pollution
control system. Test results from coal –fired installations demonstrate >90% removal efficiencies on
PM2.5, SO3, and near zero opacity. Additionally, wet ESP technology can be used for mercury
removal. How wet ESPs work, what configurations they come in and some of the design considerations
are described. New developments to wet ESP technology to reduce cost, (membrane WESP), make
higher performing in less space (single pass dual field) and enhance mercury control (plasma-enhanced
ESP) will also be discussed.
Introduction
Power utilities are coming under increased scrutiny from regulators, the public and environmental
groups. The ready availability of information about power plant emissions, along with recognition of the
effects of acid gases, fine particulate and toxic chemicals on the environment and human respiratory
systems, are forcing utilities to control their emissions to a much greater degree than ever before. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued regulations to control PM10, NOx and SO2.
New regulations to control mercury, PM2.5 and other hazardous air pollutants are being proposed. The
trend is clear: EPA is seeking to control a multitude of pollutants that are comprised of smaller and
harder-to-capture sub-micron particles, mists and metals.
The first ESP developed was actually a wet ESP to remove a sulfuric acid mist plume from a copper
smelter designed by Dr. Cottrell in 1907. The technology has become a standard piece of process
equipment for the sulfuric acid industry for over 50 years to abate SO3 mist, a sub-micron aerosol. In
the past twenty years, wet ESP technology has been employed in numerous industrial applications for
plume reduction associated with PM2.5 and SO3 mist, as well as for removal of toxic metals.
Unfortunately, wet electrostatic precipitation is a relatively unknown technology to most industries and
utilities because air regulations up to recently have not required high levels of control of sub-micron
particulate.
Most utility facilities already have some sort of dry technology installed to control particulate emissions,
such as a cyclone, fabric filter or dry ESP. Where acid gases or condensable particulate may be present

in a gas stream, a scrubber or gas absorber is typically in place. However, as regulations emerge
requiring stringent control of sub-micron particulate—which includes acid mists, low and semi-volatile
metals, mercury, and dioxins/furans—wet ESP technology is increasingly attractive due to its low
pressure drop, low maintenance requirements, high removal performance and reliability as a final
polishing device.
ESP Operation
Electrostatic precipitation consists of three steps: (1) charging the particles to be collected via a highvoltage electric discharge, (2) collecting the particles on the surface of an oppositely charged collection
electrode surface, and (3) cleaning the surface of the collecting electrode.
As particles become smaller, gravitational and centrifugal forces become less powerful, while electrical
and, to a lesser degree, Brownian forces become greater, especially for 0.1 to 0.5-micron particles.
Consequently, electrical collection is an effective method for separating those sub-micron particles from
the gas stream.
TABLE 3
PARTICLE DISPLACEMENTS IN STANDARD AIR DUE TO VARIOUS FORCE FIELDS
PARTICLE DIAMETER
Displacements in 1 sec. for force field listed
Size in
Microns Feet
Cc*
Grav.**
Cent*** Elect.**** Brown.**
***
10.0
1.0
0.1
0.01

3.28 x 10 (-5)
3.28 x 10 (-6)
3.28 x 10 (-7)
3.28 x 10 (-8)

01.016
01.165
02.93
22.6

.024
.00027
.0000069
.00000053

20.5
00.235
00.0059
00.00046

0.98
0.11
0.27
2.12

.0000057
.0000194
.0000972
.0008540

*
Stokes Cunningham slip-correction factor-dimensionless
**
Gravitational force field-downward linear displacements based on 32.2 ft./s2 acceleration
***
Centrifugal force field-outward radial displacements based on 862 g’s acceleration
****
Electrostatic force field-normal linear displacements based on 7500 volts/in. Field
strength and a saturation charge on the particles.
*****
Brownian movement-random linear displacements based on average values

Most importantly, whereas mechanical collectors exert their force upon the entire gas, ESPs exert their
force only upon the particles to be collected. ESPs typically operate at around 0.5-1.0 inch pressure
drop, regardless of air volume or particle size. Alternatively, a mechanical collector such as a venturi
scrubber would have to operate at around 60 inches of water column to achieve 95 percent collection
efficiency on 0.5-micron particles. This is a major reason why dry ESPs are predominantly used in the
utility industry. Every inch of pressure drop translates into dramatically higher energy requirements for
operating the ID fan. To achieve 95 percent removal efficiency on 0.5-micron particles in a 1,000,000
cfm air flow, 12,000 kW of energy is required using a venturi scrubber, while an ESP needs only 100-

200 kW of energy for I.D. fan operation.
Dry ESPs
Dry ESPs consist of a series of parallel vertical plates, which act as the collecting electrodes, with a
series of discharge electrodes in between the plates spaced some distance apart. As the contaminated
flue gas passes through the ESP, negatively charged ions form near the tips of the sharp points of the
ionizing electrode (corona discharge). These negatively charged ions move toward the positively
charged collecting electrode surface and charge the contaminated particles passing through the ESP.
These charged particles become attracted to the positively charged collection plate, where they
accumulate on the surface. The collected particulate builds up on the dry collection surface and forms a
layer of particles or “cake” that has insulating properties.
Dry ESPs perform best when particle deposits on the collecting plates have a resistivity greater than
approximately 107 ohm-cm, but less than 2 x 1010 ohm-cm. If resistivity is less than 107, the electrostatic
force holding the dust particles on to the dust layer is too low and re-entrainment of particles in the flue
gas can become a serious problem, reducing efficiency. If resistivity exceeds 2 x 1010 ohm-cm, the
voltage drop through the particle layer to the grounded electrode becomes significant, lowering field
strength in the space between the ionizing electrode and the top of the dust layer. This can cause a
breakdown in the electrical field and “back corona” can take place, again lowering efficiency. Resistivity
becomes a limiting factor to the amount of electrical power that can be achieved within a dry ESP.
To dislodge the dust from the collecting electrode surface and into the bottom hopper, mechanical
rappers or sonic horns are employed. However, portions of the particles remain suspended in air and
get re-entrained in the gas stream. This secondary re-entrainment requires the use of another dry ESP
field to collect the re-entrained particulate plus those particles not captured in the first field.
Dry ESPs have been used successfully for many years in industrial and utility applications for coarse
particulate removal. Dry ESPs can achieve 99+ percent efficiency for particles 1 micron to 10 micron in
size. However, they have several limitations that prevent their use in all applications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry ESPs are not capable of removing toxic gases and vapors that are in a vapor state at 400°F.
Due to their low corona power levels because of resisitivity of the particulate cake, dry ESPs cannot
efficiently collect the very small fly ash particles.
Dry ESPs cannot handle moist or sticky particulate that would stick to the collection surface.
Dry ESPs cannot remove oxidized or elemental mercury
Dry ESPs require a lot of real estate for multiple fields due to re-entrainment of particulate.
Dry ESPs rely on mechanical collection methods to clean the plates, which require maintenance and
periodic shutdowns.

Therefore, dry ESPs may not be the best practicable control device to meet the proposed PM2.5
standard, or as a final mist eliminator for acid gas mist on FGD systems in order to reduce opacity levels
to near zero.

Wet ESPs
Wet ESPs operate in the same three-step process as dry ESPs—charging, collecting and finally cleaning
of the particles. However, cleaning of the collecting electrode is performed by washing the collection
surface with liquid, rather than mechanically rapping the collection plates
(Figure 1).

Wet Precipitation Process
•Gas ions formed by high voltage corona discharge
•Particles charged by bombardment of gaseous ions
•Ions transport particles to collector
•Particle trapped in liquid film
•Particle charge given up to collector
•Collector continuously cleaned
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While the cleaning mechanism would not be thought to have any impact upon performance, it
significantly affects the nature of the particles that can be captured, the performance efficiencies that can
be achieved and the design parameters and operating maintenance of the equipment. Simply stated, wet
ESP technology is significantly different than dry ESP technology.
Because wet ESPs operate in a wet environment in order to wash the collection surface, they can
handle a wider variety of pollutants and gas conditions than dry ESPs. Wet ESPs find their greatest use
in applications where gas streams fall into one or more of the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

The gas in question has a high moisture content;
The gas stream includes sticky particulate;
The collection of sub-micron particulate is required;
The gas stream has acid droplets or H2SO4
The temperature of the gas stream is below the dew point.

Because wet ESPs continually wet the collection surface area and create a slurry that flows down the
collecting wall to a recycle tank, the collecting walls never build up a layer of particulate cake.

Consequently, there is no deterioration of the electrical field due to resistivity, and power levels within a
wet ESP can be dramatically higher than in a dry ESP. The ability to inject much greater electrical
power within the wet ESP and elimination of secondary reentrainment are the main reasons a wet ESP
can collect sub-micron particulate more efficiently.
Wet operation also prevents re-entrainment. The captured particulate flows down the collection wall in
suspension to a recycle tank for treatment and never gets re-entrained into the flue gas. This reduces
the need for multiple fields, as in a dry ESP where additional fields must be added to capture reentrained particles from the previous field.
Wet ESPs are most effective for submicron particulate control. Smoke plume from a stack is the
clearest sign of the presence of sub-micron particles in a gas stream. Due to refraction of sunlight, 0.5micron particles are the most visible. Additionally, the surface area of the smallest particles in a flue gas
is greater than the surface area of larger particles. One gram of 0.1-micron particles has 10 times the
surface area as a gram of 1.0-micron particles (60 m2 vs. 6.0 m2). Toxic vapors however, condense
uniformly on the surface area of all particles. That is why the capture of a gram of 0.1-micron ash
particles is 10 times more effective at removing toxic pollutants than the capture of a gram of 1.0-micron
ash particles.
In wet ESPs, the delivery mechanism for the irrigating liquid is critical to maintain thorough wetting of the
collecting electrode surface to avoid corrosion issues without degrading the electrical system.
Collection Efficiency
For a given particulate or droplet size and concentration, ESP efficiency can be calculated by using the
exponential Deutsch-Anderson equation. Field experience has shown that, with some modification, the
same equation can also be applied to wet ESPs. The Deutsche-Anderson equation is:
Eff = 1 – Exp (-Aw/V)
Where the collecting electrode surface area, A, and volumetric flow rate, V, are calculated from the
known geometry of the ESP and the process design data. The drift, or migration velocity, w, is
determined by the operating power and particle size distribution.
There are two types of charging processes at work in an ESP. For particles greater than 1 micron,
“field-charging” is primary and refers to particles being charged through the collision of negative ions as
they follow the electric field lines to the surface of the particles. The peak operating voltage is the most
important factor in field charging. For particles smaller than 0.5 micron, “diffusion-charging” is primary
and occurs because of the random motion of the sub-micron particles and their collision with negative
ions. The current density injected into the ESP is the most important factor in diffusion charging.
Wet ESPs are capable of removing sub-micron particles, droplets, and mists as small as 0.01 micron in
size up to 99.9+ percent efficiency depending upon the number of fields employed and can achieve near
zero opacity levels.

Tubular vs. Plate
Wet ESPs can be configured either as tubular precipitators with vertical gas flow or as plate
precipitators with horizontal gas flow (Figure 1). For a utility application, tubular wet ESPs would be
appropriate as a mist eliminator above a FGD scrubber, while the plate type could be employed at the
back end of a dry ESP train for final polishing of the gas in a hybrid ESP. In general, tubular
precipitators are more efficient than the plate type and take up less space due to simple geometry. A
tubular wet ESP is just a horizontal ESP turned vertical with all four sides enclosed to act as collection
surface. Other differences between the two types are:
•
•

For a given efficiency, a tubular precipitator may be operated at twice the gas velocity of a plate
precipitator of equal electrode length
For a given efficiency, a tubular precipitator has a smaller footprint than a plate type precipitator.

Tubular precipitators can be designed as either up-flow or down-flow. In up-flow tubular ESPs, flue gas
enters at the bottom of the ESP and flows upwards. The wash nozzles are located at the bottom
spraying up into the ESP, co-current with the gas. In some cases, nozzles that spray down into the field
are added above the field. In down-flow designs, the flue gas enters the top of the wet ESP and flows
downwards. Similarly, the sprays are mounted on top, spraying down co- current with the gas.

Figure1: The comparison of a tubular WESP vs. a plate type WESP shows that, for a given
efficiency, a tubular WESP can operate at twice the velocity of a plate type WESP, resulting in a
smaller footprint (Applicable mostly for new construction).

While in some installations a down-flow design may minimize inter-connecting ductwork, it will require a
mechanical mist eliminator to capture the water mist that has been carried along with the flue gas before
entering the stack. Conversely, an up-flow, tubular wet ESP is an excellent mist eliminator due to its
ability to capture sub-micron droplets and requires no mechanical mist eliminator.
Air Distribution
Distribution of the flue gas throughout the wet ESP is a critical design function. Overloading a section of

the wet ESP will negatively impact collection efficiency. While perforated plates below the electrical
section will aid in proper air flow distribution, an alternative is using some sort of scrubber in front of the
wet ESP. This accomplishes multiple purposes:
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of any acid gas present, which reduces corrosion in the wet ESP and allows for less
expensive materials of construction to be used (i.e., FGD application)
Removal of particulate larger than 2 microns, which reduces the particulate loading on the wet ESP
and allows for smaller size of the wet ESP
Cooling of the gas, which reduces the gas volume and cuts down on the size of the wet ESP
Saturation of the gas, which enhances condensation within the wet ESP
Enhanced airflow distribution throughout the wet ESP due to limited pressure drop.

Sparking
Since wet ESP efficiency is directly proportional to the electrical power conveyed to the moving gas,
each time a spark occurs, the voltage, and consequently the particulate collection efficiency, is reduced.
Sparking rate for a given inter-electrode spacing is a function of the inlet loading (mist, droplet, or
particulate) and alignment of the discharge electrodes. Additionally, the power level and efficiency of a
wet ESP can be dramatically increased by properly designing the automatic voltage control system.
While the industry average seldom goes beyond 50 percent conduction (i.e., the ability to deliver 50
percent of the available power to the gas), the proper selection of the transformer-rectifier (T/R),
automatic voltage controller (AVC) and current limiting reactor (CLR) can deliver much greater
conduction.
Corona Current Suppression
If there is a high loading of charged particles, corona current is diminished due to the low mobility of
charged particles in the inter-electrode space. This phenomenon is called current suppression or space
charge effect. A high concentration of fine particles, a typical scenario for space charge effect, can
reduce the corona current by a factor of 50 or more.
Certain criteria should be met in order to prevent the deterioration of removal efficiency in the presence
of a space charge effect. The level of current suppression that will be experienced in a particular
application is related to the total surface area of the suspended particles and the designed corona
current density within the given volume of the wet ESP collection section. For example, particles of 0.6micron diameter have 100,000 cm2/gram of surface, whereas particles of 0.3-micron diameter have
more than 10 times the surface area per unit weight (1,100,000 cm2/gram). For a given grain loading,
the finer the particle, the more potential there is for current suppression to occur.
In the case of multiple fields in a wet ESP, collection efficiency can be maintained even in the presence
of current suppression. The first pass will operate in “suppressed” conditions at a somewhat reduced
efficiency level, but will condition the gas for the second pass, which will operate at its full design
potential.
Materials of Construction

A wet ESP’s collection section can be made out of any conductive material. However, the material
chosen must be corrosion resistant to any acid mist contained in the flue gas. Wet ESPs have been
made out of conductive fiberglass, carbon steel, various stainless steels and various high-end alloys
depending upon the duty intended. Most multi-pollutant applications for wet ESPs typically employ
some sort of scrubber in front of the wet ESP to remove corrosive acid gases. Material selection should
be based upon a “worst-case” scenario analysis in order to protect the equipment against upset
conditions. Alternatively, the water sprayed into the ESP can be treated to neutralize acids collected
within the ESP. Proper pH control is essential to maintain integrity of the equipment.
Modular
Like dry ESPs, wet ESPs can be modular. Each field is limited in size to the power of the available
transformer. The largest transformers available today are 70,000 V @ 2500 mA of installed electrical
power. Depending on the specific application (large air flow or heavy inlet loading), multiple sections
can be arranged together, either in series or in parallel, to achieve the required efficiencies.
Utility Application
Coal fired plants are starting to recognize the need for wet ESP technology to reduce opacity related to
PM2.5 and SO3 concentrations in the flue gas as States start to mandate more stringent opacity limits.
Northern State Power’s Shirco Station with two 750 MW boilers installed the first full-scale wet ESP in
the country to reduce opacity. Eleven modules/unit of tubular, upflow wet ESP technology were
installed after a FGD system and opacity was reduced to less than 10% with 22 Wet ESP modules in
Sherco 1 & 2 opacity over time
NSP Sherco Unit 1 & 2 Stack Opacity History
Monthly Averages from 1/1/1977 through 7/21/2002

service.
In several instances where plants have installed SCR technology with ammonia injection on high sulfur
coal and FGD systems are installed, increased plume resulted from higher levels of SO3 and fine
ammonia salt concentration in the flue gas. These plants are considering installing a wet ESP after the
FGD system to capture the additional SO3 and ammonia salts, which cannot be captured in the FGD

system due to their sub-micron nature. Therefore, for the 25% of coal fired plants that burn high sulfur
bituminous coal that have FGD systems installed, installing a wet ESP is the next logical step to meet
opacity, PM2.5 SO3 and mercury standards.
Tubular Pilot Wet ESP at First Energy’s Bruce Mansfield Station
Croll-Reynolds installed a pilot wet ESP at a major coal-fired plant in 2001. This plant burns 3%
bituminous coal and has a FGD system installed for PM10 and SO2 control. A 5,000 acfm slipstream,
tubular pilot wet ESP was installed for PM2.5 and SO3 control, the two primary contributors to stack
plume. Speciated mercury testing was also performed to measure collateral benefits of installing wet
ESP technology.
Summary of Pilot Wet ESP Test Results- Bruce Mansfield Plant –2001-2002
Mercury
PM2.5
Average of all Tests
Test Series
Sep-01
Airflow-acfm
8394
Velocity –
10
ft./sec.
# of fields
1
Power Levels
100%
Inlet
Outlet
Removal %

SO3 Mist Tests

Particulate

Oxidized Elemental

Nov-01
8235
10

Sep-01
8394
10

Nov-01
8235
10

Sept –01
8000

Sept -01
8000

Sept –01
8000

2
100%

1
100%

2
100%

1
100%

1
100%

1
100%

0.0292
0.0063

0.0506
0.002

11.475
2.7

10.01
0.85

ug/dscm
0.011
0.004

ug/dscm
0.689
0.158

ug/dscm
6.245
3.474

79%

96%

76%

92%

64%

77%

44%

An initial series of tests completed during Sept. of 2001 were performed in a single electrical field at
approximately 8,000-cfm. Removal achieved at this higher than designed for airflow was 79% for
PM2.5 and 76% for SO3. Mercury testing during this time period showed 64% for particulate, 77% for
oxidized and 44% for elemental. Removal levels for particulate and oxidized mercury were similar to
that for PM2.5 and SO3. Most importantly, 44% removal of elemental mercury was measured at the
highest inlet concentration. Mercury levels were extremely low because most of the particulate and
water soluble HgCl was already removed in the upstream FGD system. It is estimated that at higher
inlet levels, higher removal efficiencies would be expected.
In order to improve removal efficiency within the wet ESP pilot, the electrical system was subsequently
retrofitted from a single to a two-field configuration. New test results on PM2.5 and SO3 improved to
96% and 91% respectively.
Observation Tube
In order to estimate opacity on this slipstream application, Croll-Reynolds supplied a 19’ long
observation tube to that is the same diameter as the top of the stack. A light source provided at one end

with an observation port at the other allows for direct visual observation. The pictures below show the
results at varying power levels.

Observation tube – 19’ long to simulate
diameter of top of stack.

10,000 cfm wet ESP unit at Bruce
Mansfield plant

Pictures looking down the observation tube

Looking down observation
tube with minimal power.

Looking down
observation tube with
some power on in the
WESP.

Looking down observation
tube with maximum power on
in the WESP.

Hybrid ESP Design
However, the majority of coal-fired plants do not have a wet FGD system installed. Many are
considering installation of fabric filters with injection of activated carbon for mercury control to meet
new proposed mercury standards as well as removal of PM2.5. A viable, cost-effective alternative that
offers multi-pollutant control is needed. Retrofit of a dry ESP last field with a wet field offers the
potential to remove PM2.5, SO3 mist, SO2 and mercury without the drawbacks of activated carbon
injection/fabric filter technology.

For those plants with undersized dry ESPs, retrofit of a dry ESP with a wet field offers the ability to
meet opacity requirements with minimal cost and impact. The Electric Power Research Institute tested
the concept of adding a wet ESP after a dry ESP in an unsaturated condition during 1994-1995 at pilot
scale level on coal-fired flue gas, primarily for opacity abatement. Those results indicated that a single
wet field could achieve very high collection efficiency, greater than 90 percent.
In terms of outlet emissions, the tests indicated that a dry ESP emitting more than 0.1 lb/MMBtu before
conversion would emit less than 0.03 lb/MMBtu after conversion to a wet field. This high efficiency
results from the high power levels possible when fly ash electrical resistivity is no longer a controlling
factor. Furthermore, the water wash system in the wet field eliminates the need for traditional mechanical
rapping and thus virtually eliminates all re-entrainment losses. The EPRI tests also established that a wet
ESP could be successfully operated with the flue gas temperature well above the moisture dew point.
This method of operation means that equipment downstream of the converted ESP will not have to be
operated under saturation conditions.
Finally, the EPRI tests demonstrated that the conversion to wet operation partially reduced SO2, HCL
and HF along with some oxidized mercury. Measured results from the pilot showed the following
removal levels across the wet ESP.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Particulate matter:
Sulfur dioxide:
Hydrogen chloride: 35%
Hydrogen fluoride: 45%
Oxidized Mercury:
Total mercury

95%
20%

50%
30%*

(*Outlet elemental mercury was measured at higher levels than inlet Hg o. It is estimated that some of the oxidized
mercury degassed back to elemental mercury in the water solution due to improper pH control/water chemistry.)

In 2000-2001, EPRI participated in a full-scale demonstration of this concept at Mirant’s Dickerson
Station for opacity reduction. While performance testing reported high collection efficiency on PM2.5
and SO3 with opacity as low as 10%, mechanical issues associated with the wet ESP design, which
could have been corrected if non-technical issues had not limited the length of the project, prevented
continued implementation of this approach. No mercury testing was performed at this site.
Croll-Reynolds has since designed and installed a horizontal, plate wet ESP at slipstream pilot scale that
overcomes the mechanical issues experienced at Dickerson. A patented water header system prevents
splashing, a unique plate design assures thorough water coverage to avoid dry spots and a drainage
system eliminates arcing and mist carryover downstream.

Benefits
Adding a wet ESP field behind an existing dry ESP or retrofitting the last field offers several benefits to
traditional methods for removing PM2.5, SO3 mist and some fraction of SO2 and mercury:
•

Less pressure drop than a fabric filter or FGD system. Typically ½” w.c. pressure drop across a
wet ESP, similar to that of a dry ESP field.

•

There are no moving parts since a wet ESP is self-cleaning, reducing maintenance.

•

Less real estate is required. A wet ESP field can be retrofitted to an existing dry ESP, thereby
avoiding the problem of trying to find space for new equipment within the confines of a plant.

•

The wet ESP field can operate above the saturation point, thereby avoiding costly upgrading of
downstream duct and stack materials of construction. The wet ESP section would be constructed of
a high-grade stainless steel.

•

Capital costs are significantly less than a fabric filter or full FGD system, typically in range in the
$25-$35/kw depending upon difficulty of the installation.

•

Operating costs are minimal with less than 3 watts/cfm-power usage within the wet ESP.

•

There is no impact on existing upstream air pollution control equipment or process.

•

Multiple pollutant control is possible. While primarily a particulate control device, similar to a fabric
filter, a wet ESP retrofit offers the collateral benefit of being able to abate acid mists (SO3), oxidized
mercury, some acid gas (SO2, HCL) as well as some elemental mercury.

•

Opacity can be reduced to 10% or less due to removal of PM2.5 and SO3 mist.

•

There is no contamination of fly ash. The wet ESP section is located downstream of the dry ESP.

•

Fuel blending/switching can be accommodated to minimize fuel costs while meeting emission
standards.

•

There is no sorbent injection system. Installation, handling, injection of sorbent plus disposal issues
of mercury–laden carbon are eliminated.

•

Any mercury collected in the wet ESP slurry can be treated in a wastewater treatment system to
remove the mercury from the water, concentrating the waste and reducing handling and disposition
of a hazardous waste.

•

Wastewater from the wet ESP can be recycled, minimizing water-related issues.

New Hybrid Pilot Demonstration
Because this approach offers so many potential benefits and there has not been sufficient testing of the
concept and resolution of mechanical issues associated with the approach, the Electric Power Research
Institute and Croll-Reynolds intend to construct a mobile 10,000 cfm slip-stream pilot wet ESP for
installation after a dry ESP. One plant using PRB coal with high elemental mercury emissions has
already committed to being a host. The plant is installing SCR technology for further NOx abatement.
Testing for PM2.5, SO3, SO2 and mercury removal will be performed.
The pilot wet ESP consists of stainless steel plates with a patented water feed system that promotes
uniform and thorough water coverage while minimizing the potential for plugging, splashing and mist
carryover. Custom designed ionizing electrodes are configured to suit the electrical profile required for
various flue gas concentrations.
Mercury Control –Plasma Enhanced ESP Technology
Mercury adsorbed onto particulate and oxidized forms of mercury are readily removed from the flue gas
using a wet scrubber or flue gas desulfurization system. However, the remaining elemental mercury
vapor passes through the air pollution control devices unabated. Most mercury research has focused on
sorbent injection followed by a baghouse for those plants without an FGD system, typically where low
sulfur coal is used.
Tests of wet ESP technology at the Bruce Mansfield pilot plant indicate that a wet ESP can remove
both oxidized and particulate forms of mercury at similar levels to that for PM2.5 and SO3. Mercury
testing showed 64% for particulate, 77% for oxidized in the single electrical field configuration. Most
importantly, 44% removal of elemental mercury was measured at the highest inlet concentration.
Mercury levels were extremely low because most of the particulate and water soluble HgCl was already
removed in the upstream FGD system. It is estimated that at higher inlet levels and /or a dual electrical
field configuration, higher removal efficiencies would be expected.
To increase elemental mercury removal efficiencies using wet ESP technology, MSE Technology
Applications, Inc. and Croll-Reynolds Clean Air Technologies, Inc. developed a technology that uses
the central electrode of a standard wet electrostatic precipitator to inject a mercury oxidizing reagent gas
directly into a flue gas stream. As the reagent gas passes through this corona discharge, reactive species
are formed that subsequently oxidize elemental mercury into fine particulate. The mercury particulate
acquire a negative charge in the electrical field and are attracted to positive electrodes where they are
adsorbed into the liquid layer and are removed from the process in the washdown cycle. Under test
conditions where the flue gas temperature was maintained well above the saturation temperature, the
mercury oxidation efficiency of the technology increased to 79%.
Membrane Based Wet ESP technology
Ohio University, Southern Environmental and Croll-Reynolds have patented and developed a new
membrane based Wet ESP with dramatically reduced cost and weight compared to metallic wet ESPs.

Cleaning of the corrosion resistant fabric membranes is facilitated by capillary action between the fibers,
providing even water distribution, & continuous flushing which removes collected material without
spraying, so the entire precipitator remains on line.
DOE’s National Energy Technology Laboratory has awarded SEI/CRAT and Ohio University a grant
to compare metallic and membrane based wet ESP technology in a pilot unit at First Energy’s Bruce
Mansfield Plant in Shippingport, Pa. Testing will begin this summer on the membrane wet ESP.
Conclusion
Wet ESP technology is a proven, well-known technology that can achieve very high removal of mists,
particles and aerosols with low pressure drop and minimum maintenance, if properly designed and built.
Whereas it has traditionally been installed after a FGD system in a saturated flue gas as a final wet
electrostatic mist eliminator, it can also be retrofitted to an existing dry ESP last field to increase
collection of PM2.5, SO3 and mercury and reduce opacity.
New improvements to the technology include enhancing its removal capability adding electrical fields
within the same physical envelop, oxidizing elemental mercury using plasma and reducing cost by using
membrane collection material.
Successful demonstration of these various developments will offer coal-fired plants using either
bituminous, sub-bituminous or lignite coal a reliable control technology that has multi-pollutant capability
for reducing PM2.5, SO3 mist, mercury with the co-benefits for some SO2 and HCL trim control.
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